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Western-Constructed Narratives of Hawai’i
By Megan Medeiros
What comes to mind when you hear someone talking about
Hawai’i? Perhaps, you envision an idyllic tropical locale filled
with beautiful landscapes and sundrenched beaches just waiting to
welcome you to a summer-time escape from reality? Or maybe you
think of a secluded island, where play comes before work and
people exude a carefree “aloha spirit”? In reality, Hawai’i is
simultaneously neither and so much more. The widely held public
conception of Hawai’i as a mystical tropical paradise is a
misleading construction concocted by Westerners who possessed,
at best, ephemeral and, at worst, completely fabricated conceptions
of daily life within the Hawaiian Archipelago. How did this
happen? How did such manifestly inaccurate representations of
Hawai’i come to dominate popular perceptions of the islands and
its people?
The best way to understand this process is to apply the
principles of “othering” put forth by renowned scholar Edward
Said in his most famous work, Orientalism. In Orientalism, Said
argued, that “the Orient was almost a European invention, and had
been since antiquity a place of romance, exotic beings, haunting
memories and landscapes, remarkable experiences.”1 Just as the
narrative of the Orient was constructed by Westerners, so too was
the narrative of mystical Hawai’i. Hawai’i is one of many regions
of the world in which exoticizing-narratives, constructed by
Westerners, have long since supplanted and obscured the factual
reality of daily life on the grounds of Hawai’i to the world at large.
Just as Western constructed conceptions of the so-called
“Orient” obscured the reality of daily life in the Middle East,
Western narratives of Hawai’i have had precisely the same effect
on Hawai’i and its people. A New York Times article from 2017,
titled “The Hawai’i Cure,” describes a journalist’s “authentic”
experience of Hawai’i—which included the Chief’s Lū’au buffet,
strolling through Waikiki, soaking in a volcanic hot spring,
snorkeling, and a number of other activities that are in no way an

1

Edward W. Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books, 1978), 1.
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authentic Hawaiian experience.2 As Inupiaq scholar Ted Mayac,
Sr. wrote about the King Island people’s parallel experience, “they
have stolen my history and misrepresented it.”3 The continual
misrepresentation of Hawai’i, specifically through Western media,
is the reason why visitors often believe their tourist experience is
authentically Hawaiian.4
This study analyzes three Western-constructed narratives of
Hawai’i that emerged during the late-1800s and mid-1900s, and
offers a juxtaposition to Hawaiian history. The three narratives
analyzed herein are not intended as an exhaustive list of every
constructed narrative imposed upon Hawai’i; rather, these
narratives represent notable examples of recurring themes common
throughout Western conceptions of Hawai’i. In each of the
narratives, I analyze different themes which contributed to the
misrepresentation of Hawaiian culture through mass media. I do
this through a process of analyzing photos, magazine articles, and
newspaper advertisements, as well as referencing scholarly works
which support any claims. Lastly, I hope to not only analyze the
blatant, obviously constructed narratives surrounding Hawai’i and
Hawaiians, but I also aim to tell a portion of the archipelago’s true
history as experienced by Hawaiians during the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries.
The first narrative, which is a recurring theme in both the
present day and historically, is the creation of the “hula girl”
image. This narrative led to the sexualization and objectification of
Hawaiian women as a means to promote tourism to the islands.
The second narrative I examine is the presentation of Native
Hawaiians as “a primitive people” while simultaneously
representing its leaders as “savages.” Although the concepts of
“primitive people” and “savage” leaders may seem identical at first
glance, these closely linked portrayals of Hawaiians served
2

Wells Tower, “The Hawai’i Cure,” The New York Times Magazine, March 21,
2017. https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/21/magazine/hawaii-travelsescape.html.
3
Ted Mayac Sr., “How it Feels to Have Your History Stolen,” in The Alaska
Native Reader: History, Culture, Politics ed. Maria Shaa Tlaa Williams
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2009), 177.
4
Regarding the spelling of Hawai‘i vs. Hawaiian: In the Hawaiian language, the
[‘] represents the letter of the Hawaiian alphabet called the ‘okina, a glottal stop
necessary for pronouncing and spelling the title of the country and various other
Hawaiian words. The term “Hawaiian,” however, does not utilize the ‘okina and
therefore is spelled without.
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different political purposes for Western colonizers. The final
narrative deals with the feminine representations of Hawai’i as
well as the development of “aloha attire” and explores what these
themes represent. These externally imposed conceptions of
Hawaiian identity serve to support the woefully inaccurate belief
that, historically, the Hawaiian people were passive and more-thanwilling to give up their culture and lands to foreign intruders.
These Western-constructed narratives, combined with the
slow stripping of culture from Hawaiians, and the overwhelmingly
inaccurate portrayal of Hawaiians in media throughout the first
half of the twentieth-century, led to an identity crisis for
generations to follow. Harold Napoleon, an indigenous Alaskan
Yu’pik scholar, who wrote an academic piece regarding Yup’ik
history, claims that “they lost almost everything: their cultures,
their languages, their spiritual beliefs, their songs, their dances,
their feasts, their lands, their independence, their pride—all their
inheritances.”5 Similarly, during the first half century of American
rule, Hawaiians lost almost everything and struggled with how
Hawai’i was being presented to the world. In a BBC article titled
“Aloha to the US: Is Hawai’i an Occupied Nation?” native
Hawaiian Trustee of the Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Peter Apo,
said that "the only thing [he] knew about Hawaiians was what [he]
saw in television and the tourism ads.”6 Like Apo, many native
Hawaiians faced an identity crisis as a consequence of the media
propagating an exoticized narrative of their people. Under the
auspices of American governance, externally-imposed narratives
aggressively supplanted native Hawaiian culture and the Hawaiian
people risked losing their cultural identity. The media helped to
distort what it meant to be Hawaiian or even a non-Hawaiian
resident of Hawai’i. It is the purpose of this paper to tell an
accurate history based on factual analysis, literature review, and a
concrete historical narrative—rather than media portrayal.
The “Hula Girl” Image

5

Harold Napoleon, “Yuuyaraq: The Way of the Human Being: With
Commentary,” in The Alaska Native Reader: History, Culture, Politics ed.
Maria Shaa Tlaa Williams (Durham: Duke University Press, 2009), 136.
6
Kate Taylor Brown, “Aloha to the US: Is Hawai'i an Occupied Nation?” BBC
News, November 2, 2015.
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A quick Google image search for “Hawaiian girl” will immediately
swamp your browser with a plethora of half-naked, ideal-bodied,
“hula girl” women. The popular depiction of a Hawaiian woman
has been conflated with that of a hula girl, and the practice of hula
has been culturally misappropriated. From the moment you board
an airplane bound for Hawai’i or see postcards, photographs,
advertisements, or films depicting the archipelago, you are
bombarded with imagery in which Hawaiian women are visually
appealing. This proliferation of exoticized portrayals of Hawai’i
and its people has led to the creation of the sexually-objectified
hula girl narrative. In the early 1900s, shortly after the U.S.
annexation of the islands, the periodicals such as Mid-Pacific
Magazine were already marketing Hawai’i as a “white man’s
paradise” to an eager American public.7 Hawai’i was portrayed as
a “place that white men benefit from visiting and settling, and in
which dark women await the embrace of heterosexual men,
especially white men from the continental United States.”8 This
Mid-Pacific Magazine article is an early, concrete example of how
Hawaiian women were objectified as sexual possessions.
The hula girl represents the epitome of Western
conceptions of the women of Hawai’i. Images of “Hawaiian
women” circulated in a variety of media sources such as postcards,
photographs, magazines, advertisements, and film. These media
outlets capitalized upon Western-constructed narratives that
presented Hawaiian women as purely sexual in nature. In the book
Staging Tourism, prominent scholar and Professor Dr. Jane
Desmond explores the tourism industry in Hawai’i and writes:
Hula girl images on postcards and in photographs in
this period thus ran the gamut from beautiful to
alluring, to sexual, to pornographic. But they all
presented a gendered and sexualized image of the
native. The Polynesian looking “hula girl” during
this period as the dominant signifier of Hawai’i—a
feminized site of nature and romance.9

7

Gary Y. Okihiro, Island World: A History of Hawai'i and the United States
(California: University of California Press, 2008), 60.
8
Ibid., 65.
9
Jane Desmond, Staging Tourism: Bodies on Display from Waikiki to Sea
World (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999), 48.
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In the first decade of the twentieth-century, the sexualized
hula girl rapidly emerged as the dominant symbol of Hawaiian
culture abroad. Within a few years of the genesis of the Hawaiian
hula girl image, it transformed into the “hapa ha’ole” hula girl—a
whitened version of a Hawaiian hula girl. And thus, despite the
fact that those being photographed and filmed as a hula girl were
often white women, it remained the dominant representation of
native Hawaiian women.

Figure 1.1 Hawaiians “Before”
American Influence. 1899. Murat
Halstead’s Pictorial History of
America’s New Possessions. Staging
Tourism. Chicago, 1999.

Figure 1.2 Baker. A Ha’ole Hula
Girl. 1925. Bishop Museum,
Honolulu. Staging Tourism.
Chicago, 1999.

The images above show hula women presented in two
contexts. The photograph on the left was taken in 1899, while the
photo on the right was taken just over three decades later in 1925.
The image from 1899 features three women dressed in traditional
kapa skirts, and adorned with lei, lei po’o, and kupe’e (neck
garland, head, and bracelet garlands). They are also surrounded by
the customary hula instruments: ’ulī’ulī, ipu, and pū’ili (A gourd
rattle containing seeds with colored feathers at the top used for the
hula ʻulīʻulī, a dance drum made of two gourds sewed together and
a pair of bamboo rattles, respectively). These three women have
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serious expressions, and two of them are posed in masculine,
dominant stances in which their hands are on their hips with their
elbows out. This has been theorized as a male power signal in
which an individual takes up a significant amount of space as to
demonstrate physical superiority. The third woman is posed in a
closed off, arms crossed and slouched posture. Although the three
women do not appear to be wearing shirts, nudity is clearly not the
focus of the photo.
The serious, resolute composure of the women in the 1899
photo stands in striking contrast to the second photo from 1925.
The second photo features a fair-skinned “Ha’ole Hula Girl” posed
for a postcard in 1925. In contrast to the 1899 picture, this woman
is laughing and has an inviting demeanor. The instrument she is
holding is a ’ukulele, which is peculiar considering that hula
dancers do not use this instrument for hula rather the singer or
band accompanying the hula girl did. Also, the raffia skirt used
here is not Hawaiian, and it is clearly intended to draw attention to
her body curves and bare thigh. The evolution of the “hula girl,”
evidently displayed through the comparison of these early images,
exemplifies the sexualization of Hawaiian women and cultural
misappropriation experienced by Hawaiian culture in the decades
following annexation.
The sexualization of Hawaiian women was not limited to
postcards and images. One study counted sixty-six films made in
or about Hawai’i between 1898 and 1939.10 These films portrayed
hyper-sexualized native women as an integral part of the
archipelago’s exotic landscape. Curiously, the portrayal of islands
as feminine, and the sexualization of island women is not unique to
the Western narrative of Hawai’i. Mainland groups tend to label
islands as exotic, mystical, and mysterious—all of which are
feminine descriptors. Journalist and professor Judith Williamson,
wrote an article about femininity and colonization, stating that
“one of the most important aspects of femininity in mass culture is
not what they reveal, but what they conceal. If “woman” means
home, love, and sex, what “woman” does not mean, in general
currency, is work, class, and politics.”11 In the same way, when
film and media primarily portrayed sexualized Hawaiian women as
10

Okihiro, Island World, 64.
Judith Williamson, “Woman is an Island: Femininity and Colonization,” in
Studies in Entertainment: Critical Approaches to Mass Culture, ed. Tania
Modleski (Indianapolis: Indiana University Press), 99-118.

11
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the primary representation of Hawai’i, it had the adverse effect of
also feminizing the Hawaiian Islands in the popular imagination.
The feminine portrayal of the archipelago, in turn, contributed to
the dominant Western perception of the Hawaiian people as weak
and primitive.
The demonization of the practice of hula began with
Christian missionaries to Hawai’i who lacked cultural
understanding of hula and viewed it as provocative and sensual.
Missionaries influenced the Hawaiian government’s decision to
restrict hula with the Civil Code of 1859, under the mistaken
impression that hula was sensual and promiscuous.12 Hawaiian
scholar and professor Noenoe Silva quoted the Pacific Commercial
Advertiser, by saying that “these assemblages, out of town as well
as in town, become hotbeds of sensuality and licentiousness… and
when they become the resort of idle and vicious, all law and
religion must oppose them as productive of evil.”13 It was not until
1870 that the license restriction was revoked, but the demonizing
of hula in the press continued as late as 1918.14
Not only was hula restricted by Western influence, it was
also later misappropriated. The image of hula has been distorted
through the Western portrayal of the hula in film, advertisement
and the tourism industry. The portrayal of the Hapa Ha’ole hula
girl analyzed earlier presents an excellent example. Everything
from the color of her skin and the material of her skirt, to the
instrument she was holding, had nothing to do with Hawaiian
culture. Hula used as a form of entertainment began with private
shows for U.S. servicemen, and then exploded into the public eye
through hotels that employed the hula as a form of mass tourist
entertainment. As Jane Desmond argues in Staging Tourism,
through the commodification of hula, humans were put on display
in a manner similar to animals on display in a zoo.15 The island’s
first luxury hotel, the Moana, was built in Waikiki in 1901, and has
since been used as a place to display hula through staged
12

Noenoe K. Silva, “Kanawai E Ho'opau I Na Hula Kuolo Hawai'i: The
Political Economy of Banning the Hula,” The Hawaiian Journal of History 34,
(2000): 41.
13
Ibid., 36.
14
Thomas G. Thrum, “Must We Countenance the Hula,” in The Hawaiian
Annual: The Reference Book of Hawaii (Honolulu: The Hawaiian Annual,
1917).
15
Desmond, Staging Tourism, 34.
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overpriced lū’au buffet experiences.16 Hula, as presented by the
tourist industry, lacks authenticity and the practice itself risks
becoming deprived of cultural significance as a consequence of its
blatant commodification. Jane Desmond describes the tourist
experience as “bodily representations and bodily presence which
function as guarantors of historical authenticity.”17
The true cultural significance of hula within Hawaiian
culture is immense, both historically and in the present day. In the
inaugural speech for King Kalākaua in 1883, he said that “Hula is
the language of the heart, therefore the heartbeat of the Hawaiian
people.”18 King Kalākaua understood the importance of hula to the
Hawaiian people and was a significant patron of the arts during his
reign. Westerners continued to persecute hula culture within the
press, schools, and everyday life; but, there were still occasional
performances at cultural events such as King Kalākaua’s birthday
celebration held at the palace. These mixed messages from
different sources continued to affect Hawaiians for many decades
and was detrimental to Hawaiian culture and identity.
In 1963, a celebration in his honor was created by native
Hawaiians seeking to spark tourist attention, with events such as a
King Kalākaua look-alike competition. In 1971, the festival
transformed into the Merrie Monarch Festival—the main purpose
of which is the perpetuation, preservation, and promotion
Hawaiian culture through hula. Groups and individuals train for the
festival using culturally accurate attire, instruments, music, and
tradition to compete in this world-renowned hula festival in Hilo,
Hawai’i. The hula was once almost lost amidst constant
misrepresentation; however, the resurgence of authentic hula,
intended as a celebration of cultural traditions, instead of a
commodity for tourists, is evident in Hawai’i to this day.
The way in which hula was once commodified as described
earlier is much different than the way Native Hawaiian scholar,
professor, music composer and producer Amy Stillman speaks
about hula in her book Re-membering the History of the Hawaiian
Hula:

16

James Mak, working paper no. 15-03, Department of Economics, University
of Hawai'i at Manoa, 2015, 43.
17
Desmond, Staging Tourism, xxii.
18
David Kalākaua, “Inauguration,” (speech, Honolulu, February 12, 1883).
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The Hawaiian hula is inherently a site of cultural
memory, not only in the performance, but in the
entirety of its practices of archiving knowledge of
the past. To dance is not merely folkloric custom or
invented tradition but a statement about knowledge
and representations of the form itself. Island places
are defined by states of embodiment and felt
relations.19
For a native Hawaiian, practicing hula can be a deep and
meaningful tradition. Hula is a cultural dance that showcases an
artistic extension of an intrinsic feeling of connectedness. This
deeply-rooted connection can be linked to different things for
different practitioners; to many it is a connection to history and
heritage, to some a connection to nature, and for others it is a
means to commune with the gods. It was this intimate cultural
connection that was almost lost and replaced with visually
appealing, artificial, and culturally insignificant sensualized
movements designed for the enjoyment of tourists.
The hula itself did not disappear, in part due to its
popularity in hotel performances, movies, and photographs.
However, its authenticity was diminished by imported Western
conceptions to the point that its cultural significance was nearly
lost. Despite the recent cultural resurgence of authentic Hawaiian
hula since the 1960s, the commodified, Western conception of the
tradition still survives, and its destructive influence remains a
threat. This cultural misappropriation has proved to be terribly
destructive and continues to distort the Hawaiian culture and
identity. The ongoing damage inflicted by Western adulterations of
Hula is significant because Hula is so much more than mere
entertainment, Hula is a central pillar of Hawaiian culture. The
creation of the “hula girl” emerged due to cultural and ideological
misunderstandings, which in turn led to the hyper-sexualization of
Hawaiian women. This hyper-sexualized caricature of Hawaiian
women was then relentlessly marketed at both native Hawaiians,
and the world at large through the tourist industry and a dazzling
array of media outlets. Consequently, the “hula girl” became an
19

Amy Ku‘uleialoha Stillman, "Re-membering the History of the Hawaiian
Hula," in Cultural Memory: Reconfiguring History and Identity in the
Postcolonial Pacific, ed. Jeannette Mageo (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i
Press, 2001), 188.
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inescapable characterization of Hawaiian women, both within the
archipelago, and abroad. The tragic social impact of this
phenomenon is difficult to overstate. According to a 2003 report,
one in seven women in Hawai’i have experienced forcible rape in
their lifetime.20 Medical reports state that fifty thousand women
between the ages of eighteen and sixty-four are victims of
domestic violence each year in Hawai’i.21 The objectification and
sexualization of the women of Hawai’i is more than just a
“misrepresentation”—it impacts the way women are viewed and
treated.
A Primitive Place and Native Population with Savage Political
Leaders
The second Western-constructed narrative of Hawai’i is the
characterization of the archipelago as a secluded, backward, and
primitive place. Some people wonder if there are houses,
electricity, chain stores, internet access, and other fixtures of
civilization. Evidently, these individuals assume that the locals
spend their days surfing, eating pineapple, and drinking out of
coconuts. Most natives face an uphill battle in their efforts to dispel
the stories being told and sold about them. This was particularly
true during the 1800s, when it was nearly impossible for the
general international public to meet or learn about Hawaiians.
Nearly all information about the archipelago was either passed by
word-of-mouth or filtered through limited media sources in the
U.S. press. This in-and-of-itself was problematic, because it
insured that the international community’s first impressions of
Hawaiian culture were at best incomplete, and were at worst
biased, or even racist. In our modern age of globalization, the
situation for Hawai’i has only improved marginally. Accessing
information about cultures from a “distant land” is as simple as a
quick Google search; but information is now so plentiful that it
may be difficult for the average individual to decipher the truth.
The representation of Hawai’i as primitive was no accident.
It was deliberate, and the United States was the primary source of
these narratives. In a monograph chapter titled “Seeing Like an
20

D. G. Kilpatrick and K. J. Ruggiero, Rape in Hawaii: A Report to the State
(Charleston: National Violence Against Women Prevention Center, 2003).
21
D. A. Goebert, “A Review of Male Violence Against Women in Hawai’i,”
Hawaii Medical Journal 58, (1999): 232-235.
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Empire: Islands as a Wasteland,” scholar and professor Sasha
Davis describes how “the U.S. military legitimized the occupation
and destruction of island environments by deploying a particular,
imperial way of seeing places.”22 Davis argues that “this way of
seeing and presenting islands is repeated in militarized colonies
across the [Pacific] region today.”23 Lastly, he argues that “the
process of colonization and militarization construct ’bare life’ and
they recast colonized places as ’disposable’.”24 The recurring
theme of portraying island lands as primitive, bare life places was
utilized to aid the U.S. military takeover. Once an island culture
had been portrayed as primitive, in need of aid, and guided by
leaders who were too incompetent to lead their own people, then
the colonizer could cast themselves in a heroic light to the island’s
own people and justify its colonization.
One method which helped to develop the primitive
narrative of Hawai’i was the usage of specific images of Hawai’i
displayed in postcards, magazines, and advertisements, intended to
amplify the “primitive” nature of the island and its inhabitants. The
circulation of iconographic representations of primitive people
perpetuate documentation of an unchanging primitive peoples’
history.25 Techniques utilized to ensure that Hawai’i was displayed
in a manner which made it look like a primitive place included the
display of traditionally modelled scenery, as well as the continuous
use of a sepia-toned images. With the circulation of outdated
images of Hawai’i, it made it seem like Hawai’i was unchanging,
and unable to progress; consequently, Hawai’i became removed
from modernity and seemed to be living in the past. These “subtle”
stereotypical images are the intentional portrayal of Hawai’i as
“bare life,” and are the primary source of questions mentioned
earlier about whether Hawai’i has houses, electricity, or chain
stores.
Like most island nations, Hawai’i has traditionally been
illustrated as small, feminine, weak, carefree, and therefore lacking
modernity. This narrative established the “disposability” of the
island and its people’s culture. Once emplaced, the narrative of
22

Sasha Davis, The Empires' Edge: Militarization, Resistance, and
Transcending Hegemony in the Pacific (Athens: University of Georgia Press,
2014), 52.
23
Ibid.
24
Ibid.
25
Desmond, Staging Tourism, 45-46.
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disposability was reinforced through the motion picture industry,
which produced over fifty films made in, or about, Hawai’i
between 1920 and 1939.26 While reflecting on the films circulated
in the 1900s, Asian American author and scholar Gary Okihiro
notes, “the primal, fertile earth frees white men from the confines
of modernity and allows them to shed social inhibitions such as
nudity and interracial sex.”27 Filmmakers produced materials that
adorn islands and embellished island residents as primal, fertile,
and sexual through many representations, most notably the
aforementioned “hula girl” of Hawai’i.
It has been argued that Hawaiians being classified as
“primitive” was reflective of the natives’ potential to be
domesticated with proper guidance and Western influence. Jane
Desmond states that “Hawaiians were often seen as closer to White
than to Black as a race.”28 She suggests that “primitive” was not
completely negative in comparison to other colonized populations,
where language and depictions were often harsher, and populations
were dehumanized completely. Australian historian and activist,
Patrick Wolfe, describes the many constructs of race in his book
Traces of History: Elementary Structures of Race. In a chapter
about radicalizing Native Americans in the United States, he
argues that “as a strategy of elimination, assimilation promises to
be more effective than either homicide or spatial device.”29 He
says that homicide jeopardizes settler social order and removal or
confinement is temporary; assimilation is permanent and
eliminates competing sovereignties.30 The reason for the Hawaiian
population being represented as primitive was due to the fact that
U.S. wanted to assimilate the Hawaiians to their culture. Therefore,
they had to be painted in a light that proved that they were capable
of being assimilated into the modern world.
This, however, was not the case with the Hawaiian
monarchs. American businessmen active in Hawai’i sought to
dehumanize Hawaiian political leaders in order to “justify”
usurping power in the archipelago.31 “A “blackening,” or linkage
26

Desmond, Staging Tourism, 109.
Okihiro, Island World, 68.
28
Ibid., 51.
29
Patrick Wolfe, Traces of history: Elementary Structures of Race (New York:
Verso, 2016).
30
Ibid.
31
Nitasha Sharma, “Pacific Revisions of Blackness: Blacks Address Race and
Belonging in Hawai'i,” Amerasia Journal 37, no. 3 (2011): 43-60.
27
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with African Americans, occurred in public political discourse
beginning with the 1887 Bayonet Constitution until annexation in
1898, most frequently used in political cartoons.”32 The 1887
Bayonet Constitution was the first step for the Americans in their
coup against the Hawaiian Kingdom, forcing King Kalākaua to
sign into law a constitution which created a new branch of
government, composed of American settlers. The monarch and
Hawaiian government, as a whole, were portrayed as savage and
unintelligible. Regarding the status and imagery of African
Americans, Wolfe states, “Blacks, being deemed incapable of
emancipating themselves, became a race… to an extent that
warranted their exclusion from the universal humanity that bore
rights.” The way Hawaiian monarchs were portrayed as savages
bore unmistakable similarities to the manner in which Blacks were
portrayed in the U.S., as opposed to the general population which
was portrayed as merely primitive—closer to how Native
Americans were portrayed in the continental U.S.
Americans compared Hawaiian monarchs to Blacks as a
way to insult and impose their racist ideologies for the sake of
usurping control of the archipelago. For example, the cartoon
featured on the next page, “Lili to Grover,” depicts Queen
Lili’uokalani in a manner in which she has an abnormally large
head, and bodily features (ears, lips, eyes, breast). She has a small
crown, a dark complexion, an awkward grin, and is dressed in what
seems to be a feather-like quality dress. The way she is depicted
mixes Westernized apparel such as heels, a pearl necklace, and
earrings, which seem to represent her trying to cover up her native,
savage self, behind western accessories. The scenery is one with a
skull, bones, axe, trees, ocean, and a starfish—all of which paint a
very different picture from the appealing landscape frequently
portrayed in postcards and film.

32

Okihiro, Island World, 55.
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Figure 1.3. An American magazine’s caricature of Queen Lili’uokalani.33

Decades later, the distinction between the portrayal of
monarchs as unredeemable ’savages’ and general population being
civilizable became blurred, in the sense that a distinction between
pure and part Hawaiians was made. In 1921, the Hawaiian Homes
Commission Act (HHCA) questioned the ability of pure native
Hawaiians to be rehabilitate. Deputy Attorney General and House
Representative A. G. Robertson testified in the HHCA hearings
saying:
The part Hawaiians, the part Caucasians, the part
Chinese, and the part Portuguese are a virile,
prolific, and enterprising lot of people. They have
large families and they raise them—they bring them
up. These part Hawaiians have had the advantage,
since annexation especially, of the American
viewpoint and the advantage of a pretty good public
school system, and they are an educated people.

33

Victor Gillam, “Lili to Grover,” February 1894, Bishop Museum, Honolulu,
as shown in Noenoe K. Silva, Aloha Betrayed: Native Hawaiian Resistance to
American Colonialism (North Carolina: Duke University Press, 2004), 175.
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They are not in the same class with the pure
bloods.34
Robertson sought to differentiate the part Hawaiians from
the pure Hawaiians, based on the racist idea that pure Hawaiians
were beyond the rehabilitation proposed.
Not only were these narratives widely held by American
policy makers, and the general public during annexation and the
decades that followed, but these sentiments are frequently echoed
by modern-day American politicians. A recent example can be
found in an interview with the current U.S. Attorney General, Jeff
Sessions, on April 18, 2017. While speaking regarding a Hawai’i
Federal District Court’s immediate override to clear the Muslim
travel ban, Sessions stated, “I really am amazed that a judge sitting
on an island in the Pacific can issue an order that stops the
President of the United States from what appears to be clearly his
statutory and constitutional power.”35 The language here is
immediately dismissive of the judge’s authority and demonstrates a
clear Mainland Supremacy ideology.
Contrary to these narratives, Hawaiians during the time of
their image construction were both resourceful and intelligent.
Hawaiians possessed adept learning skills and placed great
importance on education upon introduction to the Western style of
schooling. Although the Hawaiian language was originally an oral
language, a writing system was quickly established. Noenoe Silva
writes, “the subsequent printing of tracts and books were an
integral part of the “civilizing’ process.”36 The first school,
established in 1831, was Lahainaluna—which was a boarding
school designed for males. Lahainaluna was the first school west
of the Rocky Mountains. Thirty years later in 1861 there were
around 266 schools conducted in the Hawaiian language, with a
student population of over eight thousand. By this time, Hawaiian
literacy was “almost universal.”37 In a mere thirty years of the
creation of schools, literacy becoming almost universal is quite an
34
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accomplishment; clearly refuting claims of a primitive,
unintelligent stereotype of the ethnicity. Unfortunately, beginning
as early as 1896, and in some areas as late as 1987, speaking the
Hawaiian language was strictly prohibited in public schools.38
Recalling the policy on Native American language use, Carol
Schmid writes, “Provisions in 1802 and 1819… attempted to
promote “civilization.” There was an implicit assumption that the
English language was the “civilized” tongue and Native American
languages were “barbaric” languages.”39 The state sanctioned
promotion of the English language led to the extermination of
Native American languages, just as it did with outlawing of the
Hawaiian language in education. With this abrupt, unwarranted
transition to English, literacy rates of Hawaiians dropped
drastically as Hawaiians were restricted from using their native
language.
Not only were Hawaiians adept at learning how to
communicate using the Hawaiian language and creating a
formalized education, like many Pacific Island cultures, they also
possessed a remarkable set of naval navigation skills, and a keen
knowledge of both land and ocean. Pacific Islanders were skilled
navigators who utilized stars, currents, and other methods to
intentionally discover new land for millennia, long before the
advent of modern navigation tools. Gary Okihiro argues that
“Hawaiians discovered Europeans when they spotted the ships of
British Captain James Cook off the island of Kaua’i on the
morning of January 18, 1778. Unlike the Polynesian navigators
who sailed to find land and settle Hawai’i, Cook made landfall by
accident.”40 In Okihiro’s argument, the Hawaiians are afforded
credit for discovering the Europeans; due to happenstance nature
of Captain Cook’s arrival in Hawai’i, although Okihiro’s
perspective remains an ostracized account of historical events.
From a colonial perspective, the Polynesian navigational
skills may be labeled as “primitive” due to technology innovations
38
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responsible for modern-day navigation instruments. What makes
Polynesians remarkable, however, is the fact that their navigational
achievements happened before the birth of such technologies.
Some scholars, apparently convinced by the primitive narrative,
denied that Polynesians were capable of possessing such advance
navigation skill. Okihiro systematically deconstructs this line of
arguing in American History Unbound: Asians and Pacific
Islanders:
Whites, including many scholars, held that
Hawaiians and Pacific Islanders broadly possessed
simple, primitive cultures and technologies.
Although they acknowledged that Polynesian ocean
voyages had crossed thousands of miles of open
water, detractors held that these achievements were
largely a matter of accident, because the islanders
lacked the canoe technology, navigational
instruments and skills, and providing abilities for
long-distance sailing.41
It is an intriguing concept that some scholars sought to
reduce Polynesian navigational prowess to a matter of accident,
simply based on the stereotype that islanders possessed primitive
cultures. However, the crew of a replica Polynesian double hulled
canoe, called the Hokule’a, constructed in 1973, demonstrated that
it was indeed possible to make the voyage from Hawai’i to Tahiti
and back using traditional Polynesian methods and equipment
alone. The voyage of the Hokule’a is a tradition that continues to
be practiced to this day and is celebrated throughout all of the
Pacific Islands. The skillset necessary to sail without modern
navigational instruments requires a tremendous degree of
knowledge and years of practice—but it is achievable.
To sum up this narrative, the combined ideas that Hawai’i
was a “bare life” region, that Hawaiians were primitive, and their
native culture utterly disposable, were tactical misrepresentations
intended to legitimize America’s colonial ambitions. The media
portrayed a heroic mainland, helping to assimilate the primitive
natives to modern culture by means of demonizing and stripping
away their culture, teaching them a new and “right” way to live in
41
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the modern world. Simultaneously, the U.S. was guilty of
continuing to dehumanize the Hawaiian political leaders as a
means to gain governance over Hawai’i. Even after annexation,
they continued oppression through tactics such as blood quantum
measurement. The tactics that were used were detrimental to
Hawaiian culture and even to the Hawaiian Identity.
Although not as drastically as before, these narratives
persist to this day, and many continue to misjudge the Hawaiians.
Hawai’i continues to be seen primarily as a bare life vacation
destination, perfect for enjoying nature through hikes and beaches.
Even within local school systems, Hawaiians and other Pacific
Islanders are often stereotyped as unintelligent—a perception
which no doubt stems from the lingering idea that these islanders
display primitive, savage behavior. Even the common depiction of
Native Hawaiians and other Islanders as “street-smart” stems from
this primitive narrative, attributing successes to caveman-like
instincts of survival as opposed to modern economic prowess. The
idea that Hawaiians were primitive, and therefore needed guidance,
was only reinforced by feminine representations that portrayed
Hawaiians as inherently passive in nature, as explored in the next
section.
Passive Hawaiians: The Display of Feminine Representations
of Hawai’i
The last, but certainly not the least important, stereotype to be
explored is the feminization of Hawai’i through both the media and
the construction of a hegemonic multicultural narrative. In this
section, I analyze a few different ways in which Hawai’i was
displayed as feminine and weak for the purpose of justifying
colonization. The first example connects the hula girl to the
landscape itself and it connects to Judith Williamson’s ideas, as
mentioned earlier in the hula girl section. The second way is
through the projection of Hawai’i as a hegemonic multicultural
place in which the Hawaiian culture was replaced by creating a
new society based off a melting pot of cultures.
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Figure 1.4 Ephemera Forever, United Airlines Magazine42

The image above (Figure 1.4), illustrates the way in which
Hawai’i has persistently been represented as feminine. First and
foremost, the poster is dominated by a Westernized idealization of
a “hula girl.” The woman is literally emerging from the island full
of tropical plants and colorful fish. She is postured in a way that is
similar to Figure 1.2 (“A Ha’ole Hula Girl”), with her inviting
smile and the attention drawn to both the woman’s curves and bare
thigh. This United Airlines magazine cover is undoubtedly
attempting to portray Hawai’i in a way that makes it the ideal
vacation spot. The feminization of Hawai’i in portrayals such as
this helps fuel a narrative that questions whether Hawai’i and/or
Hawaiians are capable of work, class, and politics. In Paradise of
the Pacific, an article written in 1890, by an unnamed medical
visitor to Hawai’i, concluded that the island was “the place to go
to, to gain rest and lead a quiet life.”43 As Williamson observes, “it
can naturally be deduced that descriptors such as ’rest’ and a ‘quiet
life’ does not mean ‘hard work,’ ‘assertiveness,’ and ’activity’.”44
Since the plantation days, Hawaiians had been classified as “lazy”
in comparison to other imported labor sources. The ideas that
Hawaiians were lazy and lacked assertiveness reinforced the
42
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previously discussed narrative that Hawaiian monarchs were
incompetent and that the Hawaiian people needed the U.S. to
annex the kingdom in order for civilization and modernity to
spread across the land.
Hawaiians and Islanders alike have continued to struggle to
be taken seriously since the initial contact with European
explorers. This stems from the idea that primitive, savage people
were not people at all. “We’ll take this island, they said—because
there’s no one here.”45 This notion of terra nullius painted a
picture of empty spaces ripe for colonization. In regard to
narratives concerning the Pacific Ocean territories, scholar and
professor Matt Matsuda wrote an academic journal article which
recounts “European and American mainland visions of great,
empty oceans dotted with deserted and uninhabited islands.”46 This
is false. These islands—such as Hawai’i—were not only occupied,
but its people were rich in culture. The idea that Hawai’i is
currently empty and free of a native people has somehow survived
alongside the idea that Hawai’i and Hawaiians need the U.S., both
ideas almost universally accepted.
This feminized narrative was perpetuated with the term
“aloha,” which illustrates happy Hawaiians ready to share their
culture. As Professor and Hawaiian nationalist Haunani Trask says,
“it aids in the constant hawking of things Hawaiian.”47 Another
scholar and poet, Keiko Ohunuma, notes that “the term ’aloha’ and
its kindred ’aloha spirit’ were fundamental marketing ploys in the
tourist advertisements of Hawai’i in the islands and abroad in the
1930s.”48 These marketing schemes led to Hawaiians being
depicted in clothing such as colorful, floral “aloha” attire. Notably,
“scholars who have studied the history of this garment see it as a
symbol of Hawaiian multicultural harmony.”49 As Roxane Hughes
45
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says “the ‘aloha spirit’ sold by the tourist industry since the 1930s
has camouflaged the colonial sale of Native Hawaiian culture, land
and language under the rhetoric of multicultural harmony.”50 In
this 1930s tourism spike, images and aloha attire alike were
focused on promoting Hawai’i as a “romantic tourist destination
and the intense color found in the islands’ fish and flowers was
hyped in the promotional literature.”51 Romance, color and flowers
are all feminine descriptors which, suitably for the Western
narrative construct, decreased the opportunity for Hawaiians to be
seen as authoritative and assertive.
The aloha attire that is referred to previously, is known as
the “aloha shirt” for men and “mu’umu’u” for women. The photo
on the next page (Figure 1.5) is an example of an aloha shirt
manufactured in 1930. Although it lacks some of the popular
bright colors, and depictions of exotic wildlife popular at the time,
it utilizes a print fabric commonly used for the Japanese casual
kimono. This is just one case of the aloha attire being used to
represent harmony between two cultures. “The idea of hospitality
and presupposed harmony between islands’ ethnic group appealed
to the mainland as an ideal of ‘what America could be.’ With the
high import of laborers and inevitable intermarriages, the different
ethnicities began to come together to redefine what it meant to be
Hawaiian, based on culture and sense of place rather than
genealogy.”52 The Hawaiian culture was beginning to be defined as
a melting pot of cultures which no longer had a unique culture of
its own. This redefinition of what it meant to be Hawaiian
tremendously impacted the native Hawaiian identity. It was this
multicultural hegemonic narrative that was believed to be the
Hawaiian culture itself, rather than a product of Hawai’i.
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Figure 1.5. An example of Yukata Print Fabric from the 1930s.

53

Representations of Hawai’i as feminine and the narrative of
Hawaiians being passive are not mere relics of the past; on the
contrary, these portrayals persist into the present day. Portraying
Hawaiians as passive people aided America’s broad colonial
agenda in the Pacific. If the U.S. could portray Hawaiians in a way
in which they willingly accepted annexation, then the U.S. would
not look like the villain. The U.S. went as far as to deceive the
international community by granting statehood to Hawai’i before
the United Nations (U.N.) could move forward with assessing
whether Hawai’i, as a non-self-governing territory, was capable of
governing itself. The United Nations Trusteeship Council created a
list of non-self-governing territories and had the objective of
supervising the administration of qualified Trust Territories.54 By
pushing through Hawai’i’s statehood, the U.S. prevented the U.N.
from completing their assessment.
In reality, Hawaiians were constantly resisting annexation
through diplomatic means. Hawaiians did not just passively accept
the fact that they would be annexed into the U.S. motivated by the
fear of colonization—the Kingdom of Hawai’i sent a delegation to
the U.S., U.K., and France, seeking acknowledgement of Hawai’i
53
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as an independent nation. On behalf of President John Tyler in
1842, Secretary of State John Calhoun verbally confirmed the full
recognition, on behalf of the United States, of the independence of
the Hawaiian Government.55 This was followed swiftly by the
Anglo-French Proclamation (1843) which acknowledged the
Sandwich
Islands
as
an
independent
state.56
Fifty years later, with the overthrow of the Kingdom of Hawai’i on
January 16, 1893, came Queen Lili’uokalani’s statement:
I, Lili’uokalani, by the Grace of God and under the
constitution of the Hawaiian Kingdom, Queen, do
hereby solemnly protest against any and all acts
done against myself and the constitutional
government of the Hawaiian Kingdom by certain
persons claiming to have established a Provisional
Government of and for this Kingdom. That I yield
to the superior force of the United States of
America, whose Minister Plenipotentiary, His
Excellency John L. Stevens, has caused United
States troops to be landed at Honolulu and declared
that he would support the said Provisional
Government. Now, to avoid any collision of armed
forces and perhaps loss of life, I do, under this
protest, and impelled by said forces, yield my
authority until such time as the Government of the
United States shall, upon the facts being presented
to it, undo the action of its representative and
reinstate me in the authority which I claim as the
constitutional sovereign of the Hawaiian Islands.57
This was a wise political move. Queen Lili’uokalani knew
that the coup had been orchestrated by American businessmen,
who were acting independently from the federal government. She
trusted that upon receiving facts of the illegality and unwarranted
55
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overthrow of the Hawaiian Kingdom, the actions of the coup
would be undone. She bought time and prevented the imminent
annihilation of Hawaiians that would have resulted if a war had
broken out. This was an extremely intelligent, strategic and
diplomatic move, not one that would be characterized as savage,
primitive, or least of all feminine.
Soon after the overthrow of the Queen, there was a massive
display of solidarity from the Hawaiian people in support of Queen
Lili’uokalani through creation of male and female protest groups
known as Hui Aloha ‘Aina and Aloha ‘Aina O Na Wahine. These
associations worked together to gather information proving the
illegality of the coup’s actions and petition signatures against
annexation. American Commissioner James Blount was sent to
Hawai’i by President Grover Cleveland to report on the events
which surrounded the overthrow of the Hawaiian Kingdom. The
resistance groups reported the coup’s actions, which were recorded
in the 1893 Blount Report.58 President Grover Cleveland
questioned the integrity of the request of annexation of Hawai’i by
a Provisional Government which “succeeded the constitutional
ruler of the islands, who had been dethroned, and it did not appear
that such provisional government had the sanction of either
popular revolution or suffrage.” President Cleveland stated, “I
conceived it to be my duty therefore to withdraw the treaty (of
annexation) from the Senate for examination, and meanwhile to
cause an accurate, full, and impartial investigation to be made of
the facts attending the subversion of the constitutional Government
of Hawai’i and the installment in its place of the provisional
government”
Unfortunately, Queen Lili’uokalani was not restored to the
throne and annexation was attempted again. This attempt was met
by over 38,000 signatures of people who petitioned against
annexation, gathered by the two aforementioned protest groups, in
a time when “the population of Kanaka Maoli (native Hawaiians)
was around 40,000.”59 The 1897 attempted annexation failed, and
became the second attempt which was opposed by diplomatic and
fair means. This further refutes the narrative that Hawaiians were
primitive and passive. Ultimately, when the U.S. needed Hawai’i
for military purposes during the Spanish American War, congress
passed the Newlands Resolution in order to formally annex
58
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Hawai’i. The legality of this procedure is debatable because
annexation typically occurs through an agreement between two
governments, rather than one government drafting a resolution
declaring the annexation of another. Regardless, it is
internationally recognized that in 1959, Hawai’i became the 50th
state in the United States.
In The Politics of Official Apologies, political scientist
Melissa Nobles observes that for many decades, the United States
government denied any role or responsibility in the overthrow of
the Hawaiian Kingdom. However, she notes that the 1993 U.S.
Public Law 103–150, known as the Apology Resolution was the
first time since the overthrow of Queen Lili’uokalani that the U.S.
admitted to an active role in the overthrow of the Hawaiian
Kingdom. In her analysis she argues that “the Hawaiian
sovereignty movement and Hawai’i’s U.S. Senators pursued and
successfully achieved the Apology Resolution.”60 The fact that
Hawaiians demanded acknowledgement demonstrates that
Hawaiians are not a passive people who welcome annexation. The
Hawaiian sovereignty movement successfully demanded public
recognition of America’s role in the overthrow of the Hawaiian
Kingdom. Despite the global influence and reach of the United
States, the U.S. government was successfully pressured by native
Hawaiians and Hawaiian diplomats into creating U.S. Public Law
103–150 and acknowledging the country’s role in the subversion
and destruction of the Kingdom of Hawai’i.
Contrary to the narrative of passivity, Hawaiians were
assertive and diplomatic. However, Hawaiians were not the only
people subjected to such treatment. Island Nations and territories
as a whole suffer from the terra nullius expectation of islands, as
well as the assumption that islands are small and weak. Even the
United Nations, through its classification of many island nations as
“Small Island Developing States,” contributes to the idea that
Island Nations are lesser and under-developed (weak). Refuting
this idea, Tongan and Fijian anthropologist Epeli Hau’ofa
proposed the idea that Pacific Islanders are connected. Instead of
the sea being a divider between islands, he proposes the idea that
geography does not have to be limited to land mass.61 Keeping this
60
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concept in mind, the area of Oceania could be unified and similar
in size to a continent, powerful and interconnected. Through the
ideology of connectedness of the Pacific Ocean, the Pacific Islands
would be regarded as mighty and masculine rather than feminine
and weak. Though this is not yet a widely accepted idea and can
potentially be problematic in terms of which islands are included,
it is a pivotal starting point towards challenging the narrative.
Conclusion
The three overarching narratives about Hawai’i and its people
advanced by American interests are overwhelmingly evident in
primary sources of circulated information regarding the
archipelago. All of these narratives are interconnected and
mutually reinforcing in their efforts to marginalize and subdue
native Hawaiian identity. Upon visiting Bikini Island for the first
time, Sasha Davis explains, “I looked for signs of destruction but
found none. In a sense I was looking for what I expected to see on
the atoll. Looking for the expected is something many other actors
have done on this island as well. Many other visitors have come to
Bikini thinking they knew what Bikini was before they ever set
foot on it.”62 In the same way, many visitors come to Hawai’i
thinking they know what Hawai’i is before they ever set foot in it.
Oftentimes the versions of Hawai’i that tourists “expect to see” are
shaped by the narratives analyzed in this study.
The “hula girl” image has in many instances acted as the
primary representation of all things Hawaiian. This precipitated the
objectification of Hawaiian women through sensualizing visual
representations of the native women. The image expanded beyond
just the women of Hawai’i and began to contribute to a narrative
painting Hawaiians as primitive people, unchanging, and
uncivilized. Gradually, an even more extreme version of this
narrative was applied to the kingdom’s political leaders,
classifying them as savage and incapable of leading their nation.
Ultimately, this narrative served the political purpose of justifying
the overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy and the annexation of the
archipelago into the United States. In accordance with that same
political agenda, the final Western-constructed narrative cast
Hawaiians as a passive, nonresistant, people ripe for colonization.
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Simultaneously, Hawai’i itself was persistently portrayed in
feminine terms in order to undermine the sovereignty and political
agency of its people in the public eye. This narrative played a
critical role in building popular support for the 1898 annexation of
Hawai’i into the United States.
The
identity
crisis
stemming
from
Western
misrepresentations continues to plague native Hawaiians to this
day. However, thanks to the rise of language revitalization
projects, an increase in the incorporation of traditional hula
practices and other cultural practices into daily life, the Hawaiian
culture is no longer on the brink of extinction. There is still more to
be done to overcome these harmful narratives, particularly to assist
native Hawaiians of the diaspora and anyone attempting to do
research on Hawai’i. Online searches are still flooded with
resources adhering to a Westernized agenda, and it can be difficult
for non-specialists to filter through the mess and find authentically
Hawaiian histories, cultural practices, and more.
For native Hawaiians, the narrative being sold about their
nation is a farce. These misrepresentations were originally based
off film, postcards, pictures, and advertisements, and these images
continue to be circulated online when people search for images of
Hawai’i. Furthermore, they continue to be portrayed in history
books written by Western scholars with limited contact with native
Hawaiians. The reality is that Hawai’i is a place rich in history and
culture, which continues to fight for Hawaiian lands,
demilitarization, water rights, complete political sovereignty, and
so much more.
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